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After my last post (about my blog's move) generated a whopping 3 views (possibly all by me!), I began to believe
that my suspicions that RSS readers may not like HTTP 302 redirects might be well-founded. So I checked out 
Full As a Goog and sure enough, it wasn't showing my new post some many hours after I posted it.

So I did a little digging into the matter of redirecting RSS feeds and I found that an HTTP 302 redirect (which
is what I  was using) should temporari ly redirect the feed. I 'm not sure why that wasn't working.

But it doesn't really matter because I don't truly want a temporary redirect, I want a permanent redirect. For that
it appears there are two choices: use an HTTP 301 redirect or use an XML level redirect (further info on both is
given at the above link). It is possible to generate either using ColdFusion (for the former, you would use
<cfheader> and for the latter you just put the appropriate XML into your RSS XML output). The latter struck me
as a more interesting approach so that is the one I am now using.

Does it work? I'm not sure--you tell me! If you were consuming the feed from its old location at 
http:/ /www.joshuaadams.com/blog and your reader is now consuming the feed from its new location at 
http:/ /blog.joshuaadams.com then yep, it worked for you. But if you're still showing the old feed, then no, it
isn't working for you (although that then begs the question of how you ended up here). Comments letting me
know if it worked for you are appreciated; comments letting me know it didn't work for you are even more
appreciated.
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